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Development of the mission 

Following the 16 October 2008 decision of the Conference of Presidents, the 
Delegation for relations with Belarus travelled to Vilnius, Lithuania, in order to meet 
there with the leaders of all major Belarusian opposition parties, the Belarusian students 
studying at the European Humanities University in exile, the Belarusian NGOs based in 
Vilnius, the representatives of the Belarusian authorities as well as the Lithuanian 
decision-makers, and to discuss with them the future direction of the EU strategy 
towards Belarus following the 28 September parliamentary elections. 

The final composition of the Delegation was the following: Mr Jacek PROTASIEWICZ 
(Chairman), Ms Laima Liucija ANDRIKIENE, Mr Roberto FIORE, Mr Eugenijas 
GENTVILAS and Mr Justas Vincas PALECKIS

Monday, 27 October 2008

Briefing with the European Commission 

The Delegation received an excellent briefing by Mr Kęstutis SADAUSKAS, Head of 
the EC Representation in Lithuania, who informed the Members about the latest 
developments in the process of the EU's conditional and gradual reengagement with 
Belarus authorities, especially the intensification of dialogue in the fields of 
environment, energy, transport and customs.

Also, Mr SADAUSKAS shed some light on the recent meeting of the Lithuanian Prime 
Minister Gediminas Kirkilas with his Belarusian counterpart Mr Syarhey Sidorski,
where not only Belarusian plans to build a new nuclear plant next to the Lithuanian 
border were discussed, but also the issue of several imprisoned Lithuanian businessmen 
in Belarus as well as the upcoming privatisation of several Belarusian state enterprises. 

He also informed the Delegation about the progress of the Lithuanian-Belarusian 
negotiations of the local border traffic agreement, where Belarus apparently is not 
showing much interest in expanding this agreement to cover not 30, but 50 kilometres
of the border area, which would effectively include not only Vilnius, but also several 
major Belarusian towns and facilitate the cross-border movement of people living there. 

Mr SADAUSKAS also touched upon the plans of the Belarusian authorities to build 
new nuclear plant in Belarus and stressed that there is nothing the EU could do to 
prevent Belarusians from cooperating with Russia in this regard, however the EU must 
remain vigilant as regards the issue of nuclear safety.

Briefing with NGOs and think tanks working on the question of Belarus 

The Delegation engaged in a very interesting discussion with NGOs and think tanks 
based in Vilnius and working on the question of Belarus, such as Eastern Europe 
Studies Centre, International Republican Institute, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Swedish 
International Liberal Centre, Human Rights House and United Centre of Initiatives for 
Belarus.
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Most of the representatives of the NGOs were of the opinion that the EU should be 
cautious and wise while reengaging with the Belarusian regime, since the steps taken so 
far by the Belarusian authorities (for instance, the release of political prisoners, 
especially of Mr Kazulin) is only minor and insufficient progress for a renewal of a 
fully-fledged dialogue, especially given that the recent parliamentary elections stopped 
short of being either free or fair.

Furthermore, Mr Lukashenka cannot be trusted, since he is a master of bargaining and 
manipulation, and thus he might be only playing games with the European Union as he 
faces an ever growing pressure from Moscow and a rapidly increasing economic 
dependence on Russia.

The NGOs supported the idea of the road map in the EU's dealing with Belarus and 
stressed that, given the growing self-confidence of Russia in the aftermath of the 
Russia-Georgia August war, the preservation of independence and the promotion of 
democracy in Belarus can not be separated and should become two most important 
goals for the EU in its policy towards Belarus.

Tuesday, 28 October 2008

Meeting with Belarusian students at the European Humanities University 

The Members of the Delegation were especially impressed and inspired by the meeting 
with some 150 Belarusian students studying at the European Humanities University 
(EHU) in exile. 

This university was closed down by President Lukashenka and reopened in Vilnius, 
where it is operating thanks to the financial aid of the EU and its Member States and is 
providing higher education in law, economics and political science to some 400 
Belarusian students, many of who had been expelled from the state universities of 
Belarus for political reasons. 

As a matter of fact, President POETTERING visited this university during his official 
visit to Lithuania in April this year and was moved by very warm and open discussion 
with the students.

The Belarusian students engaged in a very active and dynamic debate with the 
European Parliament Delegation on the recent developments in the EU-Belarus 
relations. They were rather critical about the recent EU decision to suspend the visa-ban 
for 6 months for most of the Belarusian authorities, including Mr Lukashenka, and 
about the call of the European Parliament in its latest resolution on the Belarusian 
authorities to create conditions for the return of the EHU to Minsk.  Students said that 
they were very happy with the conditions in Vilnius and worried that if the EHU would 
return to Minsk, the authorities would not allow it to function freely and independently.

In addition, Belarusian students shared their concerns regarding the international 
recognition of EHU diplomas and called on the EU to look for the opportunities to 
facilitate visa regime for ordinary Belarusians.
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Meeting with the leaders of the democratic opposition of Belarus

The highlight of the visit came with the meeting in the premises of the Lithuanian 
Parliament with the leaders of all major political forces of the Belarusian democratic 
opposition, spanning from the left to the right of the political spectrum. 

Notably, the EP Delegation had an opportunity to exchange views with Mr Aliaksandr 
KOZULIN, former political prisoner and the Honorary Chairman of the Belarusian 
Social-Democratic Party “Narodnaja Hramada”, Mr Anatol LEBEDKO, Chairman of 
the United Civil Party, Mr Siarhiej KALIAKIN, Leader of the Belarusian Communist 
Party, Mr Vincuk VIACHORKA, 1st Deputy Chair of the Belarusian Popular Front, Mr 
Viktar KARNEYENKA, Deputy Chair of the Movement "For Freedom", Mr Uladzimir 
NAVASYAD, Leader of the Party of Freedom and Progress, Mr Vital 
RYMASHEUSKI, Co-Chair of Belarusian Christian Democracy, and Ms Zhanna 
LITVINA, Head of the Belarusian Association of Journalists, winner of the 2004 
Sakharov Prize.

The opposition leaders expressed their reservations about the recent EU decision to 
suspend the visa-ban for most of Belarusian authorities, including the president, and 
warned the EU not to be outmanoeuvred by the tricks and games played by Mr 
Lukashenka. 

They asked the EP Delegation to convince the EU Council to apply a clear road-map 
and strict conditionality in this process of gradual re-engagement. In this regard, the 
opposition leaders handed to the Delegation a list of their concrete proposals (attached).

Notably, the opposition leaders stated that the EU should demand from Belarus to 
register the unregistered opposition political parties, movements and NGOs (such as the 
Movement for Freedom, the Belarusian Christian Democracy and the Malady Front), to 
make necessary changes to the Belarusian Criminal Code and to refrain from any 
further harassment or politically motivated arrests of opposition and youth, to allow the 
access of independent Belarusian newspapers (such as Narodnaya Volia and Nasha
Niva) to the state publication and distribution networks, and to cancel the restrictions 
imposed on free media by the new Media Law.

The opposition leaders stressed that some clear progress on these issues should be 
visible during the next six months in order for the EU to be able to extend the 
suspension of its visa-ban further. They stressed that the opposition is in principle for 
the EU dialogue with the Belarusian regime, but that they are critical of the way some 
European politicians are carrying it out. They also reiterated the urgent need to fight for 
both independence and democracy of Belarus simultaneously.

The opposition leaders and the Delegation agreed that during the upcoming 6 months 
the opposition will try to collect 50,000 signatures in Belarus in support of the 
necessary changes in the Elections Law and the Criminal Code, which then should be 
transferred to the Belarusian Parliament to be considered as a legislative initiative.
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Also, Mrs LITVINA, the Head of the Belarusian Association of Journalists, informed 
the Delegation that the Association has asked the Council of Europe and the OSCE for 
a formal opinion on the compliance of the new controversial Media Law with the 
international standards of freedom of speech. If their opinion is negative, this would 
serve as another argument to pressure the Belarusian government to amend the law.  

Meeting with Lithuanian parliamentarians

The Delegation also met with Mr Vaclav STANKEVICH, Chair of the Seimas 
interparliamentary group for relations with Belarus and Member of Foreign Affairs 
Committee, and Mr Artūras SKARDŽIUS, Member of European Affairs Committee 
and Chair of Audit Committee. 

Members of both European and Lithuanian Parliaments agreed on the necessity to 
continue with the conditional reengagement with Belarus, without at the same time 
surrendering the core principles and values of the EU. 

Lithuanian MPs shared the view of the EP Delegation that three practical demands 
should be put forward to the Belarusian regime in the coming six months: 1) no new 
political prisoners, 2) freedom to print and distribute independent media and 3) better 
conditions for the registration of political parties and NGOs.

Mr STANKEVICH expressed his view that Belarus should be admitted as an observer 
country to the Council of Europe, echoing a similar position shared with the Delegation 
by Mr Kazulin during his visit to Brussels in September. Mr STANKEVICH also 
suggested that the newly created EC Delegation in Minsk should include officials from 
the neighbouring countries (Poland, Lithuania and Latvia), who have the best 
knowledge of Belarus.

Both sides expressed satisfaction that Belarus so far resisted Russia's pressure to 
recognise the independence of South Ossetia and Abkhazia and stressed the importance
to engage Belarus in the context of new geopolitical reality in the region.

Wednesday, 29 October 2008

Meeting with representatives of Belarusian authorities

At the conclusion of the visit, following the advice of the EP Conference of Presidents, 
the Delegation also met with the representatives of the Belarusian authorities, notably 
with Mr Valery BARANOVSKY, Deputy Ambassador of Belarus and former member 
of the Belarusian Presidential Administration. 

The meeting took place at the Embassy of Belarus in Lithuania in a rather constructive 
and positive atmosphere and touched upon the recent developments in the EU-Belarus 
relations, including the release of political prisoners, shortcomings of the recent 
parliamentary elections, the suspension of the EU visa-ban for six months, the 
prospects of the Schengen visa facilitation for Belarusian citizens, and the EU demands 
regarding the necessary changes in the Media Law, Elections Law and Criminal Code 
of Belarus.
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In particular, the EP Delegation demanded the release of Mr Aliaksandr Barazenka, a 
Belarusian student arrested in Minsk for political reasons the previous day, and stated 
that similar instances could overshadow the freshly started process of EU's conditional 
reengagement with Belarus.

Mr BARANOVSKY reacted to the requests of the EP Delegation in a constructive way, 
saying that all of the points raised by the Delegation will be transmitted to the 
authorities in Minsk. He also stressed that Belarusian nation is taking its time and will 
move step-by-step in the direction that the EU is expecting from it. He said that Belarus 
had no other destiny but European and that eventually it will approach the international 
standards, while at the same time respecting its national law and its sovereignty. 

Both sides agreed that the next six months, during which the EU's decision to suspend 
the visa-ban applies, provides the opportunity for the EU and Belarus to improve 
relations, given that the necessary steps are taken by the Belarusian authorities. 

Conclusions

This visit of the Delegation for relations with Belarus to Vilnius, which was the first 
external travel of the Delegation since 2002, when it last visited Belarus, can be treated 
as a success, since it provided the Delegation with a number of important insights and 
ideas for its future work and in for efforts to further shape the EP and the EU policy 
towards Belarus. 

Notably, one could mention several important outcomes of this visit:

 The observations of the Delegation and the concrete proposals of the Belarusian 
opposition, which the Delegation received in Vilnius, have been forwarded to the 
Council and the Commission and have been already taken into account in their 
dealings with the Belarusian authorities;

 The Delegation agreed with the leaders of the Belarusian opposition that in the 
next six months they will try to collect 50,000 signatures supporting the necessary 
changes in Elections Law and Criminal Code to be forwarded to the Belarusian 
Parliament in order to be considered as a legislative initiative;

 The Delegation also agreed with the Belarusian opposition that in the case of a 
negative opinion of the Council of Europe and the OSCE regarding the 
compliance of the new controversial Media Law with the international standards 
of freedom of speech, this should serve as another argument to pressure the 
Belarusian government to change the law;

 During the visit, the Delegation established its first contact with the 
representatives of the Belarusian authorities and the meeting took place in a rather 
constructive and positive manner;

 The Delegation also established useful contacts with the European Humanities 
University in exile in Vilnius as well as with a number of international and 
Belarusian NGOs working on the issue of Belarus, whose observations and advice 
regarding the situation in Belarus could be very helpful for the future work of the 
Delegation.
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ANNEXES
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Position of the United Democratic Forces of Belarus

Having greatly appreciated the European Parliament resolution of 9 October 2008 
on the situation in Belarus after the parliamentary elections of 28 September 2008 
we think that during the 6 months, specified in the Resolution, the progress in the 
dialogue as well as the good-wiliness of the Belarusian government to continue the 
dialogue should be primarily assessed by the Council, the European Commission 
and the European Parliament in reference to the following concrete substantial 
steps:
1. Introducing changes to electoral law and practice, such as:
a) creating fair conditions and opportunities for all candidates to conduct a genuine 
electoral campaign;
b) ensuring that all parties participating in elections are represented at all election 
commission levels, in particular at precinct election commission level;
c) ensuring that votes cast preclude any doubts as to the possibility of fraud in this 
connection;
d) Abolishing the early-voting procedure or, at least, guaranteeing that early votes cast 
are subject to a separate procedure from that for ordinary votes cast and that early-
voting results are recorded separately in electoral protocols;

2. Eliminating all obstacles that prevent proper registration of NGOs in Belarus;

3. Making necessary changes to the Belarus Criminal Code by abolishing Articles 193, 
367, 368 and 369-1, some of which, in particular Article 193, are cited by Amnesty 
International and which are often misused as a means of repression;

4. Amending the restrictive Media Law, adopted end of June 2008, is amended before 
its implementation and allowing the independent mass-media to re-establish themselves 
legally in Belarus, getting possibilities to be published, subscribed and disseminated 
through state distribution network.

5. Refraining from threatening with criminal prosecution, including for avoiding 
military service in Belarus, against students expelled from universities for their civic 
stance and obliged to continue their studies abroad as well as the end of prosecution and 
freedom restriction sentences for 14 young people convicted following their 
participation in the entrepreneurs’ protest on January, 10 2008.

Yours sincerely,

A.Milinkevich, A.Kazulin, Ex-Candidates at 2006presidential elections
L.Barshcheuski, Chairman of the Belarusian Popular Front Party
S.Kalyakin, Chairman of the Party of Communists of Belarus
A.Liabiedzka, Chairman of the United Civic Party 
A.Liaukovich, Chairman of the Belarusian Social-Democratic Party “Hramada”
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT DELEGATION FOR 
RELATIONS WITH BELARUS

VISIT
27 - 29 October 2008

VILNIUS

DRAFT PROGRAMME 

Programme Coordination:

Arnoldas PRANCKEVIČIUS
 +32-2 283 2569

arnoldas.pranckevicius@europarl.europa.eu

Françoise CLAES
 +32-2-284 2954

francoise.claes@europarl.europa.eu

Mobile during mission: 
 +32-498-98 34 52

Monday, 27 October 2008

Individual arrival of members and staff of the European Parliament delegation at 
Vilnius Airport and transfer to 

Stikliai Hotel
7 Gaono Street, 01131 VILNIUS, LT

Tel. + 370 5 2649580
Fax + 370 5 2122318
http://www.stikliaihotel.lt

17h45 Transfer by bus to the EP information office

18h00-19h00 Briefing with Mr Kęstutis SADAUSKAS, Head of the European 
Commission Representation in Lithuania

venue: EP Information office, Naugarduko st. 10, Vilnius
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19h00-20h00 Briefing with NGOs and think tanks working on the question of 
Belarus (Eastern Europe Studies Centre, International Republican 
Institute, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Swedish International Liberal 
centre, Human Rights House, European Humanities University and 
United Centre of Initiatives for Belarus)

venue: EP Information office, Naugarduko st. 10, Vilnius

20h00 Transfer by bus to Hotel Stikliai

Tuesday, 28 October 2008

9h15 Departure from hotel and transfer by bus to the European Humanities 
University

10h00-11h30 Meeting with the Belarusian students studying at the European 
Humanities University in exile

venue: European Humanities University, Valakupių str.5, Vilnius 

12h00-13h30 Lunch with the Belarusian opposition, hosted by the Chairman, 
Mr Jacek PROTASIEWICZ

venue: "La Provence" restaurant, Vokiečių 22, Vilnius

14h00-15h30 Meeting with the leaders of the Belarusian democratic opposition: 

Mr Aliaksandr KOZULIN, Honorary Chairman of the Belarusian 
Social-Democratic Party “Narodnaja Hramada”
Mr Anatol LEBEDKO, Chairman of the United Civil Party
Mr Siarhiej KALIAKIN, Leader of the Belarusian Communist Party
Mr Vincuk VIACHORKA, 1st Deputy Chair of the Belarusian 
Popular Front
Mr Viktar KARNEYENKA, Deputy Chair of the Movement "For 
Freedom" 
Mr Uladzimir NAVASYAD, Leader of the Party of Freedom and 
Progress 
Mr Vital RAMASHEUSKI, Co-Chairman of the Belarusian 
Christian Democracy
Mr Alaksej YANUKEVICH, Deputy Chair of the Belarusian Popular 
Front
Ms Zhanna LITVINA, Head of the Belarusian Association of 
Journalists

venue: Constitution Hall, Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania, 
Gedimino pr. 53, Vilnius
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16h00-16h30 Press Conference 

venue: EP Information office, Naugarduko st. 10, Vilnius 

17h00-18h30 Meeting with Mr Vaclav STANKEVICH, Chair of the Seimas 
interparliamentary group for relations with Belarus and Member of 
Foreign Affairs Committee, and Mr Artūras SKARDŽIUS, Member of 
European Affairs Committee and Chair of Audit Committee

venue: Constitution Hall, Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania, 
Gedimino pr. 53, Vilnius

18h30 Transfer by bus to Hotel Stikliai

Wednesday, 29 October 2008

9h30 Departure from hotel and transfer by bus to the Embassy of Belarus

10h00-11h00 Meeting with Mr Valery BARANOVSKY, Deputy Ambassador of 
Belarus and former member of the Belarusian Presidential 
Administration 

venue: Embassy of Belarus in Lithuania, Mindaugo st. 13, Vilnius

11h00 Transfer by bus to Hotel Stikliai

Individual departure of Members and staff of the Delegation
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
DELEGATION FOR RELATIONS WITH BELARUS

VISIT
27-29 October 2008

VILNIUS

DRAFT LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Members Group Country Committee

Mr Jacek PROTASIEWICZ
Chairman

EPP-ED Poland Employment and Social Affairs

Ms Laima Liucija ANDRIKIENĖ EPP-ED Lithuania Budgets

Mr Roberto FIORE NI Italy Civil Liberties, Justice and Home 
Affairs

Mr Eugenijus GENTVILAS ALDE Lithuania Regional Development

Mr Justas Vincas PALECKIS PSE Lithuania Foreign Affairs

Secretariat of the Delegation:

Mr Arnoldas PRANCKEVIČIUS, Head of Secretariat
Ms Françoise CLAES, Administrative Assistant

Secretariat of the Political Groups:

Ms Isabelle CLEENEWERCK DE CRAYENCOUR, Political Adviser, ALDE Group
Mr Eldar MAMEDOV, Political Adviser, PSE Group

Interpreters ( Belarusian - English):

Mr Alaksandr LAHVINIEC (team leader)
Ms Alina STEFANOVIC
M Vadzim VILEITA

Abbreviations :
EPP-ED European People's Party/European Democrats
PES Party of European Socialists
ALDE Alliance of Liberal and Democrats for Europe
Verts/ALE Greens/European Free Alliance

GUE/NGL European United Left/Nordic Green Left
IND/DEM Independence/Democracy Group
UEN Union for Europe of the Nations Group
NI Non-attached


